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Wetting behaviour of solid and liquid hydrogen films
Jiirgen Klier, Christian Weichhard, Paul Leiderer*
Fokulta'l fGr Physik, Universrti~Kon.~tanz,Forfac h 5560-M-675.7845 7 Konstunr, Germany

Adsorbates on strong bindlng substrate5 like H, on Au show triple-point dewctting. T o study this phenomenon in
dctail. we have reduced the van der Waals interaction of the HI films with the Au surfacc, by preplating the substrate with
Ne, Ar or CH,. From a theoretical model, which considers the decormation of the adsorbate by the attractive van der
Waals potential and thc lattice mismatch due to different lattice constants of adsorbate and substrate, complctc wetting is
expected when preplating thc substratc. Our experiments show, however, that for all combinations of preplated material
the equilibrium H, film thickness is - apart from small differences - the same as without preplating. This rndicates that
the present picture of the triple-point wett~ngof H, is incomplete. 0 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Physisorbed films of solid molecular hydrogen are of
practical importance for various applications [I]. Unfortunately, however, thc preparation of films thicker than
a few rnonolaycrs (MU is hampered by the fact that solid
hydrogen on most substratcs exhiblts incomplete wetting
(i.e. Stranski-Krastanov growth), so that the hydrogen
molecules have to be qucnch-condensed (a gonequil~brium situation) in order to form. say, a 100 A thlck film.
Annealing these films leaves b ~ crystallitcs
g
connected by
a very thin film of typically 3 MI, on the substratc (21.
On the basis of a theory by Gittes and Schick U] onc
should expect that this scenario can be changed to complete wetting of thc solid phase under equilibrium conditions, if the interaction with thc substrate is modified: on
"usual" substratcs thc interaction is so strong that strain
in tlie adsorbed film prcvcnts complete wettlng; reducing
this interaction. e.g. by preplating with a proper material,
should reduce the strain and lead to complete wetting,
thus allowing to grow thick "eprtaxial" hydrogen layers.
We have investigated this idea by studying thc wetting
behaviour of solid and liquld H2 films on AU substrates
preplated wlth thin layers of various inert matenals.
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Thc cxpcriments were performed on a glass prism
covered with a 40 nm Au film located in a small optical
4 H e flow cryostat. The temperature could be varied between 6 and 90 K. The thickness of the adsorbed FT, and
preplatlng films was ~ncasuredby surface plasmon spectroscopy with a resolution of about 0.1 ML [2].
For H2 on bare Au surfaces the phenomenon of
triple-point dewetting (complctc wetting in the liquid
phase above the triple-point temperature T , and incomplete wetting below) is well established.qn our prcplating study we have first used Ne films, adsorbed on thc Au
surface under equilibrium conditions, with a thickness of
1 and 2 ML. When adsorbing HI onto such a substrate
at a fixed temperature T > T , a thick film grows as one
approachcs saturated vapour pressure, which is indicatlve of complctc wetting. In contrast, adsorption sot h e m s below T , rcvcal incomplete wetting of solid
H, on Ne/Au, just like for barc Au substrates. Actually,
the H z thickness for the preplated substrate is even
somewhat thinner than without Ne prcplating, shown in
Fig. 3 .
In addition, we have also tned h r and CH, as preplating layers. PrepIating with Ar had no influence on the
adsorbed H, thickncss within our accuracy, i.e. the equi-

'See, e.p.. Ref. [I] and

references clted therein.
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Fig. 1. Maximum H, film thickncss (at saturated vapour pressure) f o ~varlous preplating Iayers - wlth H, on bare Au as
reference Dashed llnes are Just guidance to the eye.
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Next to measuring the adsorpt~onisothcrms we have
also varied the temperature while keeping the system at
thermodynamic equilibrium All these T-scans revealed
T,-dewetting of Hz indepcndcnt of preplating the d u ,
see Fig. 2. Below T, the H1 film thickness rapidly decreases to a few ML, quite slrnilar to H, on barc Au. The
absolutc thickness depends only weakly on the prcplated
matcrial in agreement with the data or Fig. 1. Although
we observcd a slight increase of the Hz thickness when
preplating with CH,, it was never possible to change the
growth mode from Stranski-Krastanov to Frank-van
der Mer~vetype, as it would have been cxpected according to Ref. [ 3 ] . A simllar conclusion has bccn obtained
recently from annealing experiments of quench-condensed solid D, films on preplated graphite substrates [4].
This leaves the question of thc validlty of the present
picture of the mechamsm leading to dcwetting below T,.
In conclusion both adsorption isothcrms and T-scans
at saturated vapour pressure of H, havc shown T,dcwctting of hydrogen, independent of having a barc Au
surface or a preplated one with Ne, Ar or CH,. These
rcsults arc in contrast to present theory and indicate
some other dominating ~nffuence(e.g. due to inhomogeneities) In such wettlng experiments w ~ t hsolid
van der Waals films

Fig. 2 T,-dewetting for purc H , on Au and when preplat~ng
with Ne and Ar. T , o f H, z 14 K.

librium thickncss (at saturated vapour pressure) at
T $ T , was x 3 ML. Preplating with 2 ML of CH,
incscascd the equilibrium H, thickness by a factor of
about 1.5 In thc solid phase, see Fig. 1. We mention In
passing that not only H,. but also our preplating materials Ne. Ar and CH, show T,-dcwetting on Au, as
observed in our measurcmcnts. The maximum thickness
of the preplating layers was therefore also in this case
limited by the equilibritlrn thickness well bclow thc respective triple-point temperature, again a feu, ML.
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